I would recommend Host1Plus as
professionals, who are serious
about business and committed to
delivering results. They will always
accept feedback and this is the
most important thing when it
comes to partnership.

Partner Review
Host1Plus has been straightforward and honest in our
dealings and followed through fully on all commitments. I
would characterize the company as innovative, motivated
and sincere in their eﬀort to deliver a high level of service
and response and Data Sales Co. endeavors to deliver on
these same traits. Both companies are privately owned and
place value on partners that honor their commitments with
no drama.

Peter Friedenfeld,
Senior Director

Since we started to work with Host1Plus ﬁve years ago, I
noticed their improvement and that seems to be an ongoing
commitment to better systems and reporting capabilities,
hope they will not stop improving and developing. That is
essential in the business world today.

Data Sales Co.
Data Sales Co., Inc is a full-service lessor with a

Host1Plus has shared their goals and vision with us and this
helps us understand the direction and create a shared vision.

history in information technology hardware
that spans over four decades. Company’s IT

And while many companies rely on email and do not want to

hardware background, leasing expertise and

spend the time required to build a personal relationship,

logistical support uniquely positions them to

people at Host1Plus make themselves available for phone

provide the Full Service Lease: the most

calls and face to face meeting demonstrating that they

comprehensive, ﬂexible lease available.

understand the importance “relationship”. I really appreciate

Businesses ranging from start-up and

their personal touch which has helped to build trust.

emerging to multinational Fortune 500
corporations have found that it's the best

When it comes to communication, Host1Plus works hard to

value in business technology today.

eliminate misunderstandings. Basically they adjust to
partners or clients and work to ﬁnd a channel which will be
useful for eﬀective communication.
I would recommend Host1Plus as professionals, who are
serious about business and committed to results. They have
always accepted feedback and this is important thing when
it comes to partnership.

Partner Review
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Data Sales Co.

